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READING MEDIEVAL STUDIES 
Mo!~ret D~WDlj~ of Norway' and Scottish QueenshlP 1 
The untimely ~ath of King Alexander III of Scotland on 18 March 
1236 was one of those freak accidents wh ich hod consequences for beyo:ld 
those normally associated with such an event. The d~th ofo drong and 
popular medieval king was always met with re3ret, and the possible implica-
tions for the stobility of the realm would be viewed with uneasiness. These 
feel inds were necessarily so much the worse when the de.:Jth was the result of 
a sheer accident, and was therefore both premature and unexpected. 
Alexander's fatal fall from his horse on one of Scotland's notorious 'dark and 
stormy nights' was therefore a severe blow to 0 small, relatively poor cO'Jntry 
which was enioying hitherto unknown peace on:! prosperity under a firm l suc-
cessful and :lpparently well-loved monarch. 
All the time he lived 'Jpon earth security re igned in stead-
fastness of peace and quiet, and gleeful freedom. a Scotland, 
truly unhappy, when ?eref( of so great a leader and pilot ..• 
Thou hast an everlasting sprina of mourning ::md sorrow in the 
death of one whose praiseworthy life bestowed on thee espec 10 lIy, 
such increase of welfare. 2 
Scotland sorrowed, of course. But later historians hove tended to ascribe to 
Alexander III a leg:lcy of unprecedented constitutional catastrop..L,e, for he 
died without a surviving heir of his body, and indeed without any male heir 
whatsoever. With hindsight it is possible to see that Alexander's death 
heraldI~d ':l pedo:! of about thirty years of intermittent factional strife, civil 
war and invasion before stable, independent rule was again establ ished, and 
it has become custom·:uy to assume that these events were on inevitable result 
of the problems of succession which arose in 1236. The purpo.;e of this 
article is to .~how that the events of those thirty years were not an inevitable 
consequence of Alexander's death, and that the ideo of a constitutional 
cogtastrop~e with reference to the year 1286 not only did not occur to ·:on-
temporaries, but also betrays a misunderstanding of at least one element of 
the monarchical system of medieval Scotland. 
Alexander Ill's two .SO:'lS hod both predeceased him. His daughter 
Margaret, who in J231 had married Erik king of Norway, wos also dead, 
leaving her daughter Margaret, the 'Maid of Norway', as Alexander Ill's 
nearest heir . The only living heir of Alexander's blo:d - Scotland's monarch -
was a girl, on infant, and in No-oway. Moreover, in March 1286 it was not 
entirely clear that Margaret was the rightful heir, since Alexander's widow, 
Yolande, claimed to carry his child. Had <] posthu;11o'Js son been born, he 
would have been the rightful monorch. The case of a posthumous daughter 
might hove been debated, but the wording of the entail made in 1284, quoted 
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below, seems to state the case plainly enough. However, another child never 
appeared, and whether the pregnancy was feigned, or whether Yolande mis-
carried, is unknown . At any rote, the pregnancy should not hove hod ony 
effect other than to delay the ~ecogn ition of Margaret as the rightful monarch. 
In the previous few years, when it hod become apparent thot there might be a 
succession problem, the way had been carefully laid for Margaret's inheritance 
of the throne. The treaty made 0:"1 the o::cosion of her mother's marriage to 
King Erik in 1281 specifically uphe ld the right of sons or daughters of the 
marriage to succeed to the Scottish throne, foiling more direct heirs. 3 Three 
years loter, following the death of AJexonder's second son, an entail was made 
in the Scottish parliament, settling the succession on the 'Maid of Norway' 
should Alexander III die 'leaving no lawful SOl1 Of sons, daughter or daughters 
of his body or of the body of his son'. 4 Shortly thereafter, Alexander III 
wrote to Edward I of England, saying that 'much good may come to pass yet 
through ... the doughter ... of our beloved, the late queen of No!"Way, of 
happy memory, who is now our heir-apparent'. 5 Clearly, this was a refer-
ence to her probable succession to the throne. The inference is frequently taken 
one stage further when it is suggested that Alexander hod already considered 
the possibility of uniting the thrones of England and Scotland through the mar-
riage of Margaret to Edwa rd's heir, the future Edward II. Whether or not 
that inference is justified, it is clear that Alexander expected Margaret to 
inherit his throne . 
Evidently, there should have been little reason for a crisis in 1286. 
There was at least one legitimate heir to the throne, and in a short space of 
time a very mature decision was reoched regarding the immediate government 
of the country. Six guardians, representing most of the major in terests in the 
realm, were chosen in parliament to handle the government until the situation 
became more stable. The degree of organisation, in view of the unexpected 
nature of the throne's vacancy, was remarkable, and the records show that the 
administration of the kingdom's affairs continued unimpeded in an impressively 
efficient manner, 
There were prohlems, however. It appears that these were largely 
caused by two men who were to figure greatly in Scottish politics within a 
few years: Robert Bruce, lord of Annandale, and John Balliol, lord of 
Galloway. The chronicler Bower mentio:"ls that after Alexander Ill's death, 
in April 1286, a p':Jrliament was held, at which there was 'bitter pleading 
regarding the right of successio!1 to the kingdom' involving these two men, 6 
The normal interpretation of this reference, in the light of later events, is 
that Bruce and Bolliol were denying the right of Margaret to inherit, and were 
d 'sp'Jting which of them had the right to be king. 7 This question of succession 
was not resolved by that parliament, and was left in the hands of the six 
guardians who were chosen to rule the country. Bruce, however, apparently 
not satisfied, continued to disturb the peace, later in the year he mode a 
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bond with so:-ne associates, at Turnberry in Ayrshire. 
ostensibly a bond in support of Richard Earl of Ulster, 
uphold allegiance to h im 
This 'T urnberry Poct', 
involved on ooth to 
who, by reason of the blood of the lord Alexander, King of 
Scotland, of happy memory, who lost died, will gain and 
obtain the Kingdom of Scotland, according to the ancient 
customs hitherto approved and used in the Kingdom of 
Scotland. 8 
For reasons best known to themselves, many historians h:Jve cited this bond as 
evidence that in 1286 Bruce was plotting to win the throne. Furthermore, 
several years loter, Bollial accused Bruce of having co:-nmitted warlike and 
rebellious acts which had bro'Jght Scotland perilously close to civil war, so 
that 'good subjects quitted the land or were banished therefrom'. 9 
Almost certainly, too much ~ign;ficonce has been read into these 
three episodes. Neverthel ess, they do require some explonotio~. There is 
little justification for the supposition that Bruce .::Ind Ballial laid claim to the 
crown in the p.JrI iament of 1286, and that thereafter Bruce tried both by force 
and plot to establish himself on the thr().")e. The discussion in the 1286 par-
liament need !'lot have been any more significant than an attempt to decide, 
as h.Jd been done in 1284, who was to be the next heir to the throne . The 
infant mortal ity rote "NOS high, and the Scots must have been aware th:Jt 
sho'Jld Margaret die and Yolande not given birth to :J child, there wO'Jl d be no 
established successor 10 the thro")e. Such a situation was to be avoided at all 
costs. The right of the next heir to hear;! a government of regency was well 
attested in later centuries, and wO"Jld prob.Jbly also have figured in the minds 
of Bruce and B:Jlliol when they put ac ross their respective pleas fo~ reco,:!-
nition as heir presumptive. So, with respect both to !:lcknowled,:!ement of 
their rights to the throne should the royal line fail, and to leodership of any 
government of regency, the discuss ion in th is P':JrI iament was fu Ily impartant 
enough to turn into 'bitter pleading' o~ the parts of these two men. If it 
we~e the case that Bruce and Bolliol attempted to win the throne for them-
selves in ~ril 1286, the implicatio~ would be that they denied M:lfgaret's 
right to inherit, and disbelieved in Yolande's pregnancy. M::Irgaret's lineage 
was unquestionable; childhood, by then, was na obstacle to inheritance of 
the crown: the late lamented Alexander III himself h'Jd succeeded to the throne 
as a child; and so only 0") the gro"Jnds of her sex could their objections be 
raised . There was no objection to Margaret's succession. Clearly, the 
community of the realm hod discussed :md approved the rights of someone in 
her position. This is shawn by the 1281 marriage treaty and the 1234 entail 
(which can still be seen to bear Bruce's and Bolliol's n::lmes amongst all the 
others). What was at stake in the 'bitter pleadings' of the 1286 parliament 
was not the identity of Alexander Ill 's successor, but that of the heir presumptive 
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to either Margoret or the possible unborn child, whichever W':JS the rightful 
monarch. 
Once the events of April 1286 hove been interpreted in this way, 
Bruce's actions later in the yeor ore more easily explained. His rebellious 
acts are to be seen as an ':Jttempt to win ::I shore in the govern'TIent of guardians, 
from which he and his family had been excluded. The Balliol family was 
represen~edI and it is signifiean· thot Bolliol apparently ce:rsed his trolJble-
makin.:J activities after the 1286 p~rlioment. If the evants in the parliament 
at Scone had been concerned with the immed iate tenancy of the era-Nn, why 
did Bolliol not also continue to iebel ofter April 1236? If there had been :J 
generally accepted feeling that t-Aargaret should not rule, why did Bruce's 
rising not gain more general support? There was no such feeling. Bruce 
had no reason to oppo:;e MJrgaret's inheritance, and there is no evidence to 
5uggest th:Jt he did ')0. A for the 'Turnberry Pact', there is no reoson to 
-:lSsume that it implies that Bruce claimed the thro ... e. It is worded in no more 
specific.:J way than most other references of the period relating to ·he mO:1orch. 
A ... other document, of .L Iy 1286, mentions 
the mo .. t high lord the kina of Scotland, whosoever he may 
be, or the person or persons who occupy his place, or who 
are, or who shall be governor of the :.aid re:Jlm. 10 
This is never assumed to imply .J claim to the throne, but it is nevertheless 
worded similarly to the 'T urnL.>erry Pact'. Indeed, the uncertainty displayed 
in this document c01Jld be token to support the idea that what was at stake in 
the p~rl iament of April 1286 and in Bruce's rebel lio,., was no· the ,:rown itself, 
but the regency. The 'T urnberry Pact' need be n'J mooe than it p'Jrports to be: 
a bond in support of the e:Jri ot Ulster, saving allegiance to the king of 
England, and to the true heir to the Scottish throne - Margaret or the unbo~n 
cond. 
So, in 1296, Bruce ::md B::Illiol did not attempt to take the throne. 
The pattern of events, the accounts of the older historians, and the cle:Jr evi-
dence of contemporary documents do not support such :J suggestion. Their 
actions were motivated by oJ desire to -.hare o~ le.:Jd the 3overnment, and to be 
recognised as heir presumptive. This is of importance to the theory of king-
ship in Scotland. If there h:Jd -:)een:J feeling that females could NNM~ in1erit 
the CrO-NO, it is dO'Jbtful if the relevant clouse would have been imerted into 
the 1231 treaty, the entail of 1284 would probably not have been made, and 
it certainly would not have stated specific.:Jlly the right of a daughter of either 
Alexander 1110. his son ·0 in1erit the crown before Margaret. The early 
historians give no evidence of anti-female feeling at this stage, FordlJn, 
Bower and Wyntoun all accepting without question M?rgaret's right to succeed. 
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(Wyntoun, indeed, m'Jrvels at the Norwegians' refusal to 'Jc,:ept a fermle 
rul er, in despite of their law, when he alleges that Margaret was murdered.) 11 
Precedent for female rule was commonplace in Europe, although not in Scot-
land. Thus, in European terms it was not a particularly unusual event when 
Margare~ became queen, after Yolande failed to produce 0 child. 
In 1286, then , the guardians were appointed to sustain the govern-
men t, and despite the Bruce rebellion they ruled with a good me:lsure of 
stability. In the summer an embassy was sent to Edward I in Gascony. Its 
intention Has probably to inform him of the turn of events, and to ensure that 
no threat was posed to Scotland Trom 'Jbrol:ld. If promises of friendship and 
protection cOIJld be secured From Ed .... ord I, and support for government on 
Margaret' s behalf was forthco'TIing, Erik of Norway would be much more 
likely to IJ llo" .... M:!rgaret to come to Scotland, and ";0 'et Scottish politics 
run their course, the monarch being resident in the kingdom . It is also 
possible that the marriage of Margoret to the young Prince Ed .... ard, which 
Alexander III mo"Jy have had in mind, was mentio.,ed in these negotiations . 
Such o'J bond WOu ld certainly h:Jve ensured the support of Edward I, and in 
1236 it is unlikely that Edward's"ambitions toward:; Sc,)tland 'Here os clear as 
they were in 1289, when the pca~s tried to -ensure that no 'deals' affecting 
them were struck be tween Edward I and Erik without their knowledge. Above 
'JII, the Sco·s required in tern'Jl stabil ity in 1286, and freedom from hostile 
foreign intervention. The appointment of gU..:Jrd ians and the dispatch of em-
b:lSsies to treat with the English at that time were attempts to obtain that 
state of affairs. By the end of the year, then, Morgaret was Queen of pco~sI 
and o.,ly her in:Ju.;Juration was lack ing to com?lete the o'ficiol commencement 
of her reign . It is noticeoble that by then documents referring to such as 
'the king who:>oever he m'JY be' ce:Jse, and althouJh Margoret is not found 
with the title 'Queen ' until 1289, she was clearly regarded as such . In April 
1238, Pope Nicholas IV issued bulls to Scotland regardina the election of 
Matthew Bishop of Dunkeld. Amongst them was one specifically addressed to 
'Margaretae Mtae c 'Jrissimi in Christo filii nostri regis Norwegiae illustris' . 12 
If it is not accepted that the pope recoanised Margare~ as qJeen, then it must 
be explained why he sent a bull regarding the election of a Scottish bishop to 
the infant daughter 0' the Norwegian king~ The same pope, in November 
1289, sanctioned the marriage of Margaret to Prince Edward . In that bull the 
case is stoted explicitly: 
It is clearly remembered hO"N ... the kin.; of Scots went the way 
of all flesh , with no male children of his own living, and the 
beloved <:bughter in Christ, Margaret, the daughter of our beloved 
son Erik illustrious kin-.;" of NCY.Way, the granddaughter of the 
foresaid kin.; of Scots, succeeded thot king of Scots in the 
foresaid kingdom. 13 
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Also, in the early stage>: 0" the c.,7TIpet itio., for the Scottish crown in 1291-2, 
it was stoted specifically that the discussions concerned the 'jU!; suc.WWed~ndi in 
re3num Scocie, nuper vacans post mortem egregie do)mine M:lrgarete ••. 
quondQm ipsius regni regine et domine '. 14 Between 1286 and 1290 M'Jfgoret 
was accorded various titles: 'Heiress of Scotland', 15 'Our lady', 16 :Jnd 
'Damsel o~ Scotland'. 17 These must all convey the special relationship be-
tween Marg:Jret and the kingdom, but the O'1e which WJS mo:;t trul y and for-
mally hers, and which was frequen t ly used in N2a~J9MI is 'Queen', 18 There 
was no doubt in :myoOle's mind that she was the rightful monarch of Scotland. 
Government by the 'custodes regni Scoc.:ie de communitate electi' continued 
on her behalf, and gives every indication of having pursued conscientiously 
the normal everyday affairs of gl·L~mment. Edward I treated the guardians 
in the some way as he would have treated a monarch, communicating with 
them frequently reaarding such routine business as border justice and mercant-
ile ::Jffairs. The country Oppe:lTS to hav~ proceeded ..... ith its business in a 
remarkably normal fashion. 
HOI.vever, despite its ap?,:lrently ordinary appearance, the auard\'ans' 
rule "NOS we:Jk and subject to much disobedience . The treaty of p~NisburyI a 
trip:ntite agreement involving Scotland, England 'lnd No;owa y, signed on 6 
November 1289, 19 was designed to i)chieve the situ':ltion in Nhich M:lrgaret 
would be obeyed 'as a ladl, a queen, and the heir of the foresaid kingdam of 
Scotland, and that she should be ord,Jined ,:lnd ;:JI"aised just as other kinas are 
in their kingdoms'. 20 It also mad~ provisional arrangements abo:.Jt her being 
sent to Scotland. On the same day as that tre~ty w~s signed, Edward I issued 
a ple:J to the prelates, magn:Jtes and the who!e commu.,ity of Scotland .. to 
obey the 3u:Jrdians, to who." rule was deleglJted on yFe~alf of MJrg:Jret, 
'dominam et reginam' . 21 The urgency with which the guardians sought 
fv\orgaret's arriv.J1 in Sc.)tland was understandable: she could then be inaugu-
rated, so allowing her personol reign to begin officially, and the ~lrard iansD 
gO'/ern'TIent, then rulina actually in her name, would hove that added air of 
legality which might command greater respect in ~he kingdom . 
N the some time, negotiations were proc~eding with rea:Jrd fa the 
queen's marriage. Edward I, certain that MorgtJret wO'Jld be morried to his 
own son, had ::rlready petitioned the pope fo-:, a dispensatio'1 :Jllowing this 
marriage. 22 k noted ·Jbove, these negotiations moy well hove been initia-
ted soon tJfter Alexonder Ill's death, and although the treaty of Salisbury 
stated that Margaret was to come to Scotland free of any m.:Jrria:::;Je contract, 
it seems probable that the Scots were in some haste to r.ecure the marria,Je. 
There is no cantradictio.., in that. In the treaty of Salisbury the Scots' de-
m::Jnds were made in the interests of self-determin:Jtion. Safeguards were 
taken ogtJinst the pcy,sibility that Erik wou ld make an agreement about the 
marriage Nhich was prejudicial to Scottish interests. The pco~ thus ensured 
through the tre!lty of Salisbury that they would no~ be unocco;.snted fa· in any 
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agreement m·~de . This in no way conflicted with their desire th:lt a marrioge 
:lgreement sho~ld be reached with all possible haste. The Scots' wish for the 
accomplishment of a marriage treaty is indic,')tive of their pressing need for 
strong government. With Margaret m;)rried to the heir to the English throne, 
Edward I wOIJld be obliged to offer help ·:::md support to those who governed on 
her behalf. Even as early in the proceedings as Salisbury, that support hod 
been forthcomin; in the form of Edward's order for obedience to the guardians' 
government. This is a much more realistic explanation for their haste thon 
the suggestion that the guardian:> 'set about finding a king through the m:lrriage 
of the kin:;dol'll's heiress' . 23 The finding of 0 king was not the C'luse of 
their haste. Govemment by guardians would have continued in any case, 
for an infant 'kin,3' was of little more use to ~he Scots than an infant queen. 
The priority of the guardians was to find stability, so that the government 
could continue on .;:m even keel until Margaret, possibly with the advice and 
help of her husband, c');Jld ·Jssume the rule herself. A major threat to stabi-
lity was the presence of a powerful and ambitious neighbour, and therefore by 
offering MJrgaret in marriage to the heir to the English throne, the Scots 
at once averted the potential danger end found ·:l new and useful ally. There 
was no question of Margaret's being regarded :JS unfit for rule. She had been 
accepted as heiress in 1284, and long before Salisbury was signed she was 
quite unequivocally coiled 'queen'. The Scots' diplomacy of 1288-90 was 
aimed Ilt finding En31ish support, not on English ki!'l:3 . This interpretation of 
the motives behind the Scots' desire to achieve the marriage is supported by 
a letter which they wro~e to Edward I in March 1290, 24 in which they de-
clared that they oppreciated the good done for Scotland by Edward and his 
predecessors, and indicated that the proposed marriage, of which they hod 
heard rumours, would be :l9reeable to them if certoin -:onditions, which 0."1 
that o·:casion they left unspecified, were :net . This letter was cleorly in-
tended to solicit Edward 's favour, and it provided the basis for the negotia-
tions regordin:3 the m::lrriage itself. 
The $cots hod a lot to 90 in throiJl,ah the m:Jrrioge of Margoret to Prince 
Edward: in the short term, relief fro." potential hostile intervention and sup-
port against o~her troubles; in the 10n,3 term, the benefits of peoce between 
the two kingdoms which could be brought about by.J joint monorchy. They 
also I,ad IJ lot to lose: perhaps the independence of their kin,3dom. They 
were well aware of this danger, and so in Mach 1290 the Scots made it clear 
that their acceptance of the propo;;ed marrioge would not be unconditional. 
When the treaty was fin:llly signed :It Birgham on 18 July 1290, 25 it was an 
elaborate attempt to protect all $cotland's liberties, both politic.]1 and legal, 
whilst arranging for the marriage of Margaret, 'regni Scocie hereditoriom et 
reginam' to Edward, the heir to +he English throne. The 'rights, laws, 
liberties and customs of the kin,3dom of Scotland, in all things and over the 
whole of th:Jt kin:3dom and its marches I were to be perpetually observed. All 
ecclesiastical elections were to be mad~ within the kirudom, homages and 
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services relatina to the kingdom of Scotland were to be taken within th~t kin3-
dam, justice towards her subjects was to be performed .:mly within th:lt kingdom, 
taxes, hosts and suchlike we:-e o:"lly to be impo.sed under the circumstances in 
-Nhien a King of Scots cO'Jld impose them, and no FY-lrliaments for internal affairs 
were to be held outwith the kingdom. 26 Perh.Jps it W.J$ a futile :lttempt, but 
the Scots were trying to give no concessio'1s to toto I union or incorporation, 
whilst nevertheless recognisin,g th::Jt their queen ..... ould prob:.1bly be resident in 
England. The tre:lty wos aimed at gaining them stability .Jnd se<::lJrity, whilst 
m:Jintainina the independence of their kingdom. That the rights of neither 
kin,goom were to be increased or decreased must have been a forlorn hope. 
Even though the pc;Wo~sD e'Jnditions had ::lpp:lrently been met, the treaty held 
qu:1I ificotio.""Is such ':JS 
savifl3 the right of our said lord (i .e. Ed'Nard I), and of any 
other whomsoever, which has pertained to him, or to .:my other, 
in the marches or elsewhere ... before the time of the present 
agreement, or which in any ri~ht way o'Jght to pertain in the 
future. 
Whilst not entirely vitiating the safeguards for ind~pendenceI the deliberate 
vagueness of this statement, in view of previOiJs and future claims of English 
supremacy, must hove been recognised to be a loophole in the Scots' case, 
which they wO'Jld undotf.>tedly rather have seen omitted. However, the Scots 
had mode their stand. They hod pushed their policy thro'JJh almost to its con-
clusion, and had bro'..Ight about a treaty which would have married their queen 
to the English throne . They thus gained the political support which they re-
quired, and :It the some time made on effort to maintain their kingdom's inde-
pendence, and tried to affirm that the SC'Jttish crown was held by the queen . 
The royalty lay in her, and not in any husband who may have been found for 
her. But the treaty was never fulfilled. A& requested, Erik arranged for 
Margaret's passage to Scotland! and in late September 1290 she left Norway 
on an English ship. In early October, Bishop Fraser of St. Andrews wrote to 
Edward I, telling him of the rumour that 'our lady the queen' was dead, 'on 
which account the kingdom of Scotland is disturbed and the community dis-
tracted'. 'ZJ In keeping with the style of recent relationships between the two 
countries, Fraser asked Edward I to help keep the peace, should the rumours 
prove true, so that those in authority might stand by the oath they had taken 
in 1286 (although then of less wide significance), to establish on the throne 
the rightful heir. In 1286 the succession had been obvious. In 1290, on the 
death of Margaret, it was not. Scotland had survived one crisis only to enter 
another I for more serious. 
The story of Queen Margaret! whether poignant, romantic, or merely 
unfortunate! is of great significonce to the idea of monarchy in Scotland. Had 
there been a feeling that women had no right to inherit the crown, or an 
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objection to the principle of government by a female, then Margaret I an 
infant, and not even a Scottish infant, would hove been o'Jsted from the 
position which was hers by hereditary right. In this respect, Scottish practice 
appears to hove paralleled European. Thot females could inherit and pass on 
royal right is quite clear. The evidence is irrefutable. Nevertheless, in 
1291 Robert Bruce, in making his claim for the throne of Scotland, said 'the 
blood mole is more worthy and more pure to demand a kingdom thon blood 
female,.28 Two and a half centuries loter, only fifteen years ofter the 
accession of Scotland's other queen regnant, Mory, John Knox wrote, 
to ?romote a woman to beare rule, superioritie, dominion, or 
empire above any Reolme, Nation, or Citie, is repugnant to 
Nature; cootumelie to God, a thing most contrarious to his 
reveled will and approved ordinance; and fin:Jllie, it is the 
subversion of good Order, of all equitie and justice. 29 
Such statements, p:Jrticularly the second, obviously express a feeling that 
female rule was not acceptable. Why, then, did two females attain the 
crown of Scotland without opposition on the grounds of their infancy and sex? 
The answer lies in the fact that it was not a commonly held ideo in 
either the thirteenth or the sixteenth centuries that females could neither in-
herit nor rule. Both the men responsible for the above statements hod other 
axes to grind. Both had political objectives which were threatened: in 
Bruce's cose, by the possibility that a female could inherit before a male of 
the same degree, and in Knox's case, by the political and religious beliefs 
of two reigning queens. indeed, Bruce's statement was little more than truth. 
The succession system did prefer males to females of the some degree. In 50 
for as that the blood male was deemed more satisfactory. However, Scotland 
was like most other stotes in this respect: when the occasion demanded, there 
was no objection to female rule. it would be naive, however, to pretend 
that female monarchs were regarded in exactly the some light as males. The 
problems of succession and retention of independence, both vital elements to 
be upheld in any reign, were of obvious concern under female rule, and colour-
ed the attitudes of their subjects to queens. 
The suppositio~s which can be made regarding the type of attitude 
prevalent to female rule in Scotland in the late thirteenth century can be sup-
ported by a study of the more fully documented reign of Scotland's other queen, 
M'Jry. Knox claimed that men 'have removed women from rule and authoritie' 
because compared to men, 'their sight in civile regiment is but blindness; 
the ir strength, weakness; their counsel, fool ish ness; and judgement, phrensie'. 30 
Bishop Aylmer, however, in his reply to the 'First Blast', defends female rule 
as bein~ 'stoblyshed by lowe, confirmed b( custome, and retefied by common 
consent of all the orders in the re:dme'. 3 If Ged sends no male heir, then 
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'for some secret purpose he mynd~th the female should reigne and governe', 
and after all, 'it is his oppoyntment and not ours', 32 Given the fact that 
there were at thot time queens on the thrones of both England and Scotland, 
it seems thot Aylmer's view was more strictly accurate. It must be remem-
bered that Knox's motives were :'lot the abstract philosophisings of a politicol 
theorist. He wrote with political objectives . The 'First Blast' was directed 
specifically Dgainst M'Jry Tudor, whose legitimacy was not suspect, unless in 
terms of her sex, which Knox therefore turned as a weapon ogoinst her. In 
the sixteenth century 05 in the thirteenth, propaganda opposing female rule 
was not based on established custom or generally held belief. It was in-
vented to help the pror'Qandists attain their political ambitions. There wos 
no objection to Mary Queen of Scots' government founded on the fact that 
she was a woman. 
However I one of the problems which dOdged ~ryDs reign was that 
of marriage. .About three months after her birth and almost immediate suc-
cession to the throne, negotiations for t~e m:Jrria;e of 'the most excellent 
princess Mary I Queen of Scotland' ('excellentissime principisse Marie reaine 
Scocie') 33 to the contemporary Prince Edward, the son and heir of Henry VIII 
of Endland, were commenced . Mary's title left no dou!lt that she was accepted 
as queen. James Earl of Arran, who was the nearest male heir to the Scottish 
thro:"le (although through female descent), did not claim to be the rightful king, 
and was content (indeed he imisted upon it) to be declared regent and 'secon;::l 
person of the realm'. 34 In the instructions given to ~he Scottish ambassadors 
who were to treat for the marriage, 35 great care was taken to impress that 
Scotland's independence was not in any way to be infrin3ed. Scotland was 
to stand in 'the liberty an;::l freed:>m of times bypost'. If Henry VIII wonted 
M:uy to go south while still a child, the ambassad.:m were to reply that 'it is 
one rycht he and rycht grete inconvenient to the real me of Scotland to grant 
thereto'. No marriage was to be completed 'bot that hir grace may remone 
and he kepit in this re:llme guhill sche may be abill to complete mariage' . 
No .-natter if Mlry hod successors from the marriage, 
it is to be providit for the state rycht and libertie of the realme 
thot this realme soli evir haif and beir the nome of Scotland and 
to broke the auld libertie privileges and fredomes in all estatis as 
it has bee!"! in all tymes bigane and salbe gidit and 30vernit under 
ane aovernor borne of the realme self and salbe gidit be the awin 
lawis. 
Provision was to be made that M'1ry 'and hir successoris succeed:Jnd TO the crone 
of Ingland' should appoint the neorest lawful heir to the throne as governor of 
Scotland, who Hould also, the succession failing, hove the right to claim the 
crown of Scotland without any impediment whatsoever. Clearly the Scots 
felt threatened, and it is noticeable that the sofegu:Jrds which they took to 
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avert this thre:Jt were remarkably similar to those token in like circumstances 
in 1289. Agreement was reached in 1543, and a treaty was signed ot 
Greenwich in which many of the Scots' demands were met. However, the 
convoiutionsof politics precluded the completion of the deal, and Scotland 
went off l~ a new pro-French tack: another treaty, another marriage :Jnd, 
inevitably, a war with England. Altho\.Jgh the treaty of Haddington, with 
France, was itself far less specific in its terms thon Greenwich, only men-
tioning that the king of France undertook to 'keip, monteine and defend the 
reolme, lie;:Jis of the same, liberties and lewis thoirof', 36 while Mary was in 
France, more specific agreements about government and succession were made 
in 155·9, ne::lrer the time of the marriage which the tre::lty arranged. One of 
those agreements touched upon the succession of female heirs. By the lows of 
France, female succession there was impossible, 37 but it was stated that foil-
ing male heirs of Mary, female O'"1es were to succeed freely in Scotland because 
'they man :Jucht succeid to the craun of Scotland be the lawis of the samin' .38 
There can be no more plainly stated denial that there was any Scottish law 0:-
custom prohibiting the rule of women. The marriage to the d:Juphin went 
ahead as planned, and from April 1558 the business of Scottish government 
pro:eeded in the names of 'Fronciscus et Moria die gratia Rex et Regina 
Scotorum Delphinus et Delphin:J Francie'. 39 Before long, however, the 
situation changed :::Igoin . In December 1560 Francis died, and Mary returned 
to Scotland. The hunt for a husband beg<:Jn once more. The necessity of 
finding one who would ,:ause no ?fejudice to the realm was paramount, and 
sp:Jsmodic negotiations with England and Spain have the ::lir of being a little 
half-hearted. In 1565 ·:J husband .... as fO'Jnd. He was Henry Lord Darnley, 
on the face of it a good choice. He was himself in line for the throne, and 
his Scottish blood precluded the type Of foreign domination feared earl ier. 
However, his adherence to the reformed faith was not sufficiently strong to 
render him unsuspect to ~any of the Scottish nobility, amang whom he quickly 
bec<:Jme unpopular. Nevertheless, M'Jry and he were morried on 29 July 
1565, and thereafter Scotland was nominally ruled by 'King Henry and Queen 
M:lry'.40 This marriage did not reach the two-year mark. The c.,uple's 
relationship was often strained, and it ended with Damley's murder in February 
1567. Very shortly there:Jfter Mcry married again. Her new husb:lnd, the 
Earl of Bothwell, was one of tha.;e suspected of Damley's murder, and this fact, 
coupled with the indecent haste with which she remarried, made her choice 
total anathema to most of her subjects, the result being that by July 1567 Mary 
and her new husband were separated, and her term of imprisonment, leading 
to enforced ':Jbdic;Jtion, h.:)d started. 
That brief sketch of Mory's matrimo.,ial career illustrates the fear 
with which the 'peen's marriage was regarded. It is clear that the Scots 
recognised the need to find both a suitable husband and adequate safeguards 
in the marriage agreement. The impression given is that the husband of the 
.queen was a very important figure. No matter how indiSp-Jtable was the queen's 
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right to the crown, her husband was an extremely influential character. In 
explaining why this was so, various considerations must be borne in mind. 
Bruce, in 1291, said the male was 'more worthy and more pure' than the female 
to rule a kingdom; Aylmer admitted in 1559 that because of their physical 
weakness women, with some exceptions, were less meet to rule than meni 41 
the theorist Jlquinas claimed that 'woman is naturally subject to man: for man 
is more gifted by nature with powers of reasonable discretion than woman'. 42 
So, while none of these writers flatly denies the right of a woman to rule 
(and indeed Aylmer hotly defends it), they all feel that the man is generally 
more suitable and more :Jble to bear authority. This feeling must in p:Jrt ex-
plain the riddle of the queen's husband. A woman could inherit and rule, 
but was regarded as being less fitted to the task than a man, and 50 when a 
husband was found, to whom in normal d:lily life the woman would be subject, 
the Scots would n:lturolly look to him for at least part of the government . 
The presence of a man in government added extra security to the queen's 
rule. That is why the husbands were normally called 'king': it was expected 
that they would shore the government of the kingdom. 
There can be little doubt that this ruling function of the queen's 
husband explains why such elaborate safeguards hod to be token for the in-
terests of the country when the husband was to be a foreign prince. Such a 
man hod to be persuaded to rule Scotland in her own interests, rather than in 
those of his native land. The position of the queen's husband also helps to 
explain the opposition to, and murder of, Darnley . He was regarded as un-
suitable to govern because of his religious attitudes and weakness of character . 
Although he tried to gain a foothold in the government, he foiled, and his 
position of 'kina' was more of on obstacle to good government than ':J help. 
This, at least, was the attitude of one section of the nobility, the traditional 
upholders and ~dvisers of the monarch. Thus he 'NOs removed . Previous to 
his death the opposition to him had voiced itself in no uncertain terms. They 
denied that 'the man named hir husband has any authority over them as king',43 
a clear indication bo!"h that he was expected to have such authority, and that 
they had no intention of obeying him. The expression that he would rule is 
shown in one of the English ambassador Randolph's letters to En,;lon.:::I: 
Wh:lt cause this people have to rejoice of this their "worthy 
prince", I leave the worlde to thinke. When they have said 
and thought all they can, they find nothing but that "God muste 
sende hym a shorte ende", or themselves a miserable life under 
such a government as this is like to be. 44 
Bothwell, too, was on the receiving end of this p:lrt of the theory. He, too, 
was unsuitable to rule. He had been charged with the murder of Demley, but 
never properly tried, and by his conduct in the co·.mtTy, particularly his shady 
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relationship with, and over-hCJsty marrioge to, the queen, he showed himself 
to be quite unfit to govern. The nobility of the country would not accept 
him as their king. The supreme :Iuthority in the land was justice, which 
Bothwell had flouted quite openly. The deposition of f..kJry herself, of 
course, happened for the same reason. She had overstepped the bounds of 
her PJsition by her actions with Bothwell and her suspected p:lrt in Dornley's 
murder. She had entered that closs of rulers who 'mask the injustice of their 
rule with the cloak of regal dignity', 45 and so because she hod ignored the 
limitations which must be placed on every monarch in order to avoid tyranny, 
she fell beneath the power of those who claimed that they acted to restore 
justice to the community . Jlgain, one of Randolph's letters puts across this 
ideo more succinctly than any high-flown theoretical exposition: 
How she, with this kind of government, her suspicion of her 
people, and debate with the chief of her nobility, can stand 
and prosper, posses my wit. 46 
Clearly, then, the idea thot"o queen, while fully able to inherit 
and ~ar the crown, is better to rule with a husband ..... ho can provide the 
extra strength derived from a king, clarifies the positions af Francis, Darnley, 
Bothwell and Mary herself. The actions of the governments in 1543 and in 
the 1560s in trying to find husbands for their queen were prompted by the de-
sire to find suitably strong rulers to rule with their monarch. However, this 
cannot be the whole story. There are other vital considerations which must 
be token into account . There are, after all, instances of highly successful 
queens who did not morry. Perhaps more important was the matter of suc-
cession. One of the most fundamental duties of a medieval monarch was to 
ensure that the succession to the throne was secure after his or her death . 
Hence, Alexander Ill's remarriage relatively late in life, and his attempts to 
have Margaret recognised as heir. This duty was as much p:!rt of a queen's 
duties as a king's, and so the matter of marriage was important. Because the 
suc:ce')sio'l normally passed in the male line there were obvio'JS dangers for the 
independence of the queen's kingdom, and hence the community of the re:llm 
was fY-Jrticularly involved in the marriage of their queen. This must, to a 
great extent, explain the interest shown by the nobility in Mary's later mar-
riages, and their concern that the man chosen sho:Jld be of suitable rank and 
character, and should carry no prejudice to the kingdom. 
The matter of political security must also rete high on the list of 
priorities. That Margaret 'fv\:Jid of Norway's' marriage was principally a 
political act aimed :It ensuring the active support of England during what was 
inevitably going to be a long minority has alre":ldy been discussed. The mar-
riage planned for M,,,.y in 1543 must hove had the some motives behind it. 
The Scots had recently suffered badly in bottle ::1gainst the English, and the 
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threat of invasion must hove been in their minds. A strong p:lrty of the 
nobility was opposed to anti-English policy, and it was they who gained the 
upper hand in the government follow ina .hmes V's death. Wishing to secure 
their kingd:>:n, they went about assuring peace by attempting to :narry their 
queen to on English prince . When the other party gained the upper hand, 
the policy changed, and agoin in an attempt to toke out some insurance 
ag:>inst hostile intervention, the French treaty was sought. This motter of 
national security was probably Q far greater consideration in these e::Jrly 
negotiations thon was the question of male 0.- female ability to rule. The 
immediate practical necessities were more important in form ina policy th':Jn 
were the abstractions of politicol theory . 
There are obvious problems involved in comp:wing the sixteenth 
century with the thirteenth, which make too much assumption rash with reaard 
to political theory and motivation of policy. However, there are unmistake-
able similarities between the early years of M::Ir:y's reign ::Ind the period 1286-
90. Both the queens came to the throne at a time of political uncertainty . 
In both cases a government was quickly'established to rule on their behalf, 
and negotiations were begun for the morrioge of the queens to the respective 
heirs to the English throne. When those treaties were signed they both con-
tained detailed provision for the security and independence of the Scottish 
realm in ::III times to come . It can hardly be a coincidence that the instruct-
ions give-n to the Scots ambassadors in 1543 were so strikingly similar to the 
provisions of the treaty of Birgham. The protection of the 'rights, liberties 
and customs of Scotland, en joyed and held hitherto' provided for in Birghom 
was fX2ralleled in 1543 by the instruction that Scotland was to 'broke the auld 
libertie privileges and fredames in all estatis as it hes bene in all tymes bigane '. 
The some provision was mode for the succession of the queen's nearest heir, 
failina heirs of the marriage . No court of law or parliament affecting the 
realm of Scotland or its inhabitants was to be held outwith the kingdom, 
according to Birgham. The Scots ambassadors in 1543 were instructed that 
our soverone lady induring her liftyme nor hir successoris king is 
or quenis of Ingland sail nocht call Of summand any of the re:Jlme 
of Scotland to ony parliaments or courtis exee?t to the p::lrliamentis 
or courtis to be holdin within the reolme self. 
In both their terms and wo-:-ding there ore indisputable comparisons to be drawn 
between these two documents. The contentio"l that the primary aim of these 
treaties was to gain political security is also supported by the preamble to the 
1543 instructions: 
The lords of artiklis .. . haifond consideratioun of the adversitie 
of tyme big-:lOe and of the dangerous opperand of scaith of the tyme 
instant and siclik tocum hes concludit th~t ane ample commissioun 
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be maid and send witht the imbcssotoris that ore to depart to 
the said king of Ingland ••. 
Clearly, it was the forbidding nature of the contemporary political scene that 
prompted the Scots to seek English friendship in 1543, rather than concern 
obO'Jt the strength of Mary's personal rule in the future. 
The comparison of the sixteenth and the thirteenth centuries is valid 
in so far as it applies to the political situation which pertained on the occasions 
of the deaths of Alexander 111 and ..bmes V. In neither ~riod was there any 
sign of antagonism to female rule. That was accepted. The marriages which 
were sought so hastily were necessary in ord-er to secure assurance against 
hostile incursion when the realm was weak. That there were d:mgers involved 
in these treaties is apparent from the provisio.,s made to safeguord the land's 
independence. Later in the lives of the queens the questions of succession 
and help with the rule of the country wO'Jld become important, but Margaret 
did not live 10'1:1 enough to become involved with such affairs. To claim that 
in the late 128Ds the guardians were merely lJ5in3 MIlrgoret in order to find a 
king, is at best- to misinterpret the evidence. 
Female rule was common elsewhere in Eurape, and while shortage of 
sp:.ce does not allow detailed study of other cO'Jntries, a few brief examples 
will suffice. The id~a was n::>t new to England by the late thirteenth century: 
Matilda, the doughter of Henry I, never properly attained the throne, but she 
wos accepted as heir by the barons in 11 V, under circumstances similar to 
those obtaining in Scotland in 1284. The fears about the port to be played 
by her husband come poramo'Jl"lt in her case. Henry I's son hod died in 1120, 
but it was seven years later, after the death of her first husband, the emperor 
Henry IV, that she was recognised 'JS heir . Earlier it had been feared that 
thro:J3h her succession England might have been absorbed into the empire. 
When Henry I of England died in 1135, ~tildo was not accepted as queen, 
althou3h 'J sectio., of the community did support her claim. This refusal of 
her right was probably largely connected with the outrageous behaviour of her 
second husband, Geoffrey of Anjou, in ruling Normandy, which lost her 
much support. The greater mil itory p::>"Ner of her cousin Stephen, who claimed 
in oppositio.., to ~erI coupled with the disadvantages of her husband3, was more 
responsible than her sex for her 10:;in9 the kin.gdom. It is worth noticing that 
it was fv\otilda's son who succeeded Stephen to the throne in 1154. Her right 
to the crown was not disputed. The two successive queens of England in the 
sixteenth century also support the contention that there was no anti-female 
low or custom in that country . The kingdom of Jerusalem had a remarkable 
group of queens in the twelfth century. Most of these women ruled in con-
junction with their husbonds, althou3h the re">ignotion of Guy du Lusignan in 
1190 on the groDgnd~i that his right to rule came only through his late wife 
Sybilla's royalty, demonstrates the co~monly held belief that it was the queen 
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who held the crown and the royalty. Jerusalem also had several female 
regents in the mid-thirteenth ce!'ltury, when the regency was a hereditary 
post, governing the kingdom for the absentee Hohenstaufen kings. Castile 
was also apparently willillo3 to .:Jccept female rule. In 1109 Uraca, daughter 
of Alfonso VI of Castile, succeeded her father. She was quickly married, 
following the pattern of other countries, to Alfonso I of hagan, who took a 
large sn:Jre in the rule of Castile, and because of the amount 0': Arago ... ese 
interference which this involved, became very unpopular. Adequate safe-
guords after the style of the Scottish treaties clearly had not been m::.de. 
In 1214, when Alfonso VIII of Castile died, his dJu3hter, Berengaria, become 
regent for his infont son Henry I, and loter, on the death of Henry, she suc-
ceeded to the crown herself, but there:Jfter resigned it in favour of her own 
son. The obvio'JS fifteenth-century example of a Spanish queen regnant, 
Isabella of Castile, need hardly be mentioned. i'bvarre, too, in the 
fourteenth century, accepted \l CfJeen. In 1328 that kingdom occepted as 
their moo::lrch Jo.'ln, who hod been twiee set aside from the crown of France, 
although the closest heir to Louis X, who had died in 1316. Previous to this, 
Navarre had been -:rnnexed to France, but the French refusa I to accept ..b:m 
::IS queen meant that Navarre split off to become :J sep:lrate kingdom. Thus 
the kingdoms of Spain show, over four centuries, the some readiness to accept 
queens, the concern over the status of the queens and their husbands, and the 
consequenc09s which foreign marriage might produce. 
Not all states accepted female rule . Aragon seems to have been 
reluctant , and ifWyntoun is to be believed, apparently the Norwegians were 
unwilling to be ruled by a wom'::Jn, although their law allowed it. Of course, 
with such cases it is impossible to state cotegoric~lfy the re!lCtion to female 
rule, since a situotiO!"l never aro:>e in which the decision hod to be made . The 
only kingdo;'Tl which in this period did reject female rule entirely was France . 47 
In 1316, however, louis X died, leaving only a daughter, ..bon, as heir. Her 
claim to the throne was set aside in favour of louis' brother, Philip V . He 
died in 1322, and leaving no heirs, p'lssed the throne ta the lost brother I 
Charles IV. When ~e died, also without heirs, the question of female suc-
cession was ago in raised. Joan, the daughter of W;Jis X, could still claim 
the crown (and, as noted ,move, was accepted as queen in Navarre), and ~o 
t:ould Edward, son and heir of Edward II of England, who hod married Isabel, 
the sister of louis X, Philip V, and Charles rv . The other claimants were 
cousin::; 0' the three late brothers . The idea of female rule -NOS rejected. If, 
however, it was accepted that a fem::Jle could P:JSs on the right to rule, then 
the heir to the thro'le was the future Edward III of England, whor.e father, 
Edward II, thus had the right of regency. It is lurdly surprising that the de-
cision reached reg'lrding the succession was that no female could inherit or 
transmit inheritance, according to the so-called 'Solie low'. The successor 
chosen was one of the cousins, Philip VI. The threat of foreign domination, 
which caused so much concern to tho'ie states which did accept female rule, 
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forced France to formulate a previously unheard-of law EalthoW.F~h it was based 
on ·'J principle which had been applied e:Jrlier), in order to retain the inde-
pendence of their kingdom. 
It is ironic that this example, more th ::m 'Jny other I helps to explain 
the position of queens in Scotland -:lnd the other European states. The theory 
which :lllo"Ned or disallowed female rule, which -'Jcc".ded or prohibited the 
kingly status of a queen's husband, was formulated by the practical necessities 
of the contemporary politicol situation. The theory to be gleaned fro"T1 
politic'l l documents and from the writings of contemporary politicians is a far 
more accurate reflection of the real beliefs of the time thon the work of 
theadsts such as .Aquinas, whose ideas cr.m often be exemplified in practice 
only with hind-,dght; the reOSO"l for their being put into effect was rarely the 
philosophical o~ theoretical basis in the work, but more normally the bare 
necessities of hard politics. So, with respect to ideas about female rule at 
le:.st, the theory of kingship found its roots in the octu:]1 problem which had 
to be solved. In Scotland no absolute law or cle:Jrly-expressed theory see:m 
to have existed. HO'Never, the treotment of the queen when a child, and 
the :Jttitude to her marriage and its associated problems, appear to have been 
similar to the reactions of m,:]n;r European states, and did no. opp:Jrently change 
significantly betwee:1 the thirteenth ::md the sixteenth centuries. 
When it became cle:Jr in late 1286 th:Jt Alexander Ill's widow would 
bear no heir to ·he kingdoTi, there 'NOS no thought of constitutio~IWd ctJtastrop.'-Ie: 
there ::on h:Jve been no doubt and no dispute th':Jt Scotland had on under-age 
female monarch. The setting up of a government so quickly after Alexander's 
death and the promptness of the start to negotiations with England show that the 
community, while obviously concerned, was not completely taken aback. The 
sudden death of a king was nothing new, and, as shown above, European states 
gove ample precedence for the acceptance of female rule . The government 
adopted the sensible approach, and entered into negotiations which would have 
given the Scots a greater degree of political security in the near future. The 
marriage, had it token place, might also have helped the queen fulfil her 
duty to ensure the succession, and perhaps, quite incidentally, it would have 
given her the help and strength of a man in government. The political secu-
rity thus gained assured the guardians a stronger basis upon which to proceed 
against the inevitable unruly elements in the kin.gdom, who felt excluded 
from the government. There was no reason to dispute M-:Jrgaret1s right to rule, 
and no evidence that anyone did dispute that right. Her age was no impedi-
ment: the acceptance in Scotland of the twelve-year-old M'llcolm IV as 
king in 1153 (not as a minor), ond of the seven-year-old Alexander III in 
1249, points to a dynostic principle overriding objection to a possibly incapa-
ble sovereign. Minority had been known and survived, and the minority of 
a female was little different from that of a male. It made political sense to 
accept Margaret as queen in 1286, and only her premature death prevented 
the plans from going ahead . 
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In conclusion, the reign of Mlry Stewart, the early port of which 
bears 0 strikina resemblance to the period ofter Alexander Ill's death, supports 
the ideas about 'queenship' which can be 9.Jeoned from the events of 1286-90. 
It appears that in the sixteenth century as in the thirteenth, a female was 
acceptable as a carrier of royal right and authority. She could inherit the 
crown, and bear the rule of the country. If a suitable husband was found 
for her he would probably shore in the government and would help to ensure 
future succession. He would probably be called 'king', although no harm 
would come to the queen's royal status through his title, which was held only 
through her right. In the particular case in =Juestion, though, the marriage 
was sought as a means of obtaining political security in a time of uncertainty. 
If a queen could fulfil the basic duties of government - the p-otection of the 
co~munity through the justice which ultimately ruled all - then there could 
be no objection to her wielding sovereign authority. Knox, writing in the 
sixteenth century, had particular political and religious reasons for opposing 
the rule of the two queens, M':lry of England and Mary of Scotland, and so 
justified his stance by attempting to fo"!,ulate an :mtj·feminist theory which 
was, historically, quite out of place in both countries. Political events 
forced him to invent political theory. Similarly, the bare facts of the 
!,olitical scene in Scotland in 1286 forced the Scots to accept an infant girl 
as their monarch. No theory existed to discourage them from so doing. 
Thus, during the period until Margaret's death, they followed the policies 
which seemed to offer Scotland the best chance of survival under such diffi-
cult circumstances. Between 1286 and 1290 the kinaoom was not, as has 
been claimed, without a mon':lrch. There was a queen. Strictly speaking, 
that queen's reign never started, since she was not inaugurated, and so did not 
have the 'royal dignity' bestowed upon her. The guardians ruled in her place, 
until she could come to Scotland and receive from the community the authority 
to rule, in the traditional ceremony at Scone. From that d.lY the guardians 
would no longer have ruled 'in her place', but, on account of her age, would 
have cO:ltinued to govern 'in her nome'. However, these were technicalities; 
Margaret hod been accepted os queen, and had she lived to rule, her official 
regnal year would probably have been pre-dated to some date in the autumn 
when it had been finally accepted that she, and not any posthumous child of 
Alexander III, was the rightful monarch. The shortness of her life is the only 
reason why M~rgaret Queen of Scots is not always recognised as hav iOd been 
a queen, a position which she held as surely as her more universally acclaimed 
counterp':lrt. 
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